SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
gan> meaning to beget, ganaka being Sanskrit for father. The
Czar of Russia was until recently called the "Little Father,"
the same title as the Hunnish Attila (diminutive of Atta = father).
The title "Landesvater" is commonly used in Germany just as
the Americans still call Washington the Father of his Country.
The ruler of the Roman Catholic Church is called the " Holy Father,"
or by his Latin name of "Papa1" (from the root pa to protect,
nourish). Similarly, the word "queen" comes from the Sanskrit
gani, which means mother (Greek r^j Gothic quino)* and a
queen who has had children, is the mother of the reigning
monarch or has merely attained to a certain age, is frequently
spoken of as the "Queen Mother."
There are  considerable differences,   both individual and
national,   as regards the relative importance of the father and
the mother elements respectively in the general attitude adopted
towards  the  state,  and  it would  seem  probable  that these
differences are apt to lead to, or at least to be correlated with,
political characteristics of very great importance. Thus England
is looked upon almost entirely as a mother, the father-regarding
aspects of an Englishman's feeling for his country playing but
a very minor part in the formation of his total attitude;   the
same is in the main true of modern — as distinct from pre-
revolutionary—France  (though,   as  Ernest Jones3 points out,
the term 'la patrie'—combining as it does a feminine form with
a masculine connotation—implies to some extent the co-operation
of both elements), while the colossal female statue of Liberty
at the entrance to New York would certainly seem to indicate
that the land of freedom which the traveller is approaching is
to be regarded as an embodiment of the matriarchal,   rather
than of the patriarchal, aspects of human society. Germany, on
the  other hand,  is  habitually spoken of as the Fatherland;
while in Russia the Czar was regarded,   to a unique extent
perhaps among modern nations,  as the Father of his country.
The  tendency to  blind loyalty and obedience manifested in
these latter countries compared,  until recently, most markedly
with the relatively free and unconstrained affection exhibited
by the citizens of the former states towards their native land,
1	Ernest Jones, loc. cit.
2	Ernest Jones, loc. cit.
3	"War and Individual Psychology," Sociological Review, 1915, p. 10.
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